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Professionals of Humanitarianism:
UNRRA Relief Officers in Post-War Europe

S  S  

‘In what is probably the only school of its kind in the world, a
group of carefully selected men and women have returned to the
classroom for a concentrated eight weeks’ program dealing with
the salvaging of human lives.’ With these words Benjamin Fine,
well-known education editor of the New York Times, began his report
about the training centre operated by the United Nations Relief
and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), which was located
on the campus of the University of Maryland.1 As Fine explained
in the article published in May , the training centre had just
opened and it was not ‘an academic institution in the accepted
sense of the term’. Trainees were referred to as ‘members’ rather
than ‘students’, and all were employees of UNRRA. They had
been recruited for the Balkan Mission, the organization’s first field
operation, which got under way in the spring of  and was
devoted to relieving refugees who had fled to the Middle East
from Nazi-occupied South-Eastern Europe.2 Upon completion of
their training most of UNRRA’s ‘members’ headed for Cairo, but
Fine pointed out that ‘when the time [was] ripe they [would] take
their posts in Greece, in Yugoslavia, and wherever else they [might
be] needed’. In fact, the organization had been in existence for
only a few months: the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation
Administration was established in November  by an agreement

1 Benjamin Fine, ‘UNRAA [sic] School is Training Workers for the Grim Job of
Relief in War-Stricken Countries’, New York Times,  May , E. In the same year
Fine’s article on the teaching of American history in high schools and colleges won the
Pulitzer Prize for journalism.

2 Refugee camps for which UNRRA assumed direct responsibility were located
in Egypt, Palestine, and Syria; they sheltered mainly Greeks, Dodecanesians, and
Yugoslavs. See George Woodbridge, UNRRA: The History of the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration,  vols. (New York, ), ii. .



      

signed in Washington by forty-four countries, and it was presented
to the world as the ‘humanitarian side’ of theGreat Alliance that was
going to defeat the Axis Powers. In the words of President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt, UNRRA’s job was to provide ‘relief and help in
rehabilitation for the victims of German and Japanese barbarism’.3

In accomplishing this mission, the new organization aimed to
bring about a sea change in the way aid had been traditionally
conceived and administered. It sought to assume control of rescue
operations, thanks to its privileged relationship with the Allied
Army in the liberated countries. Military authorities appointed
UNRRA as the agency in charge of rescuing civilians, and it was
engaged in food distribution, medical care, tracing missing people,
and administering refugee camps.4 In its four years of activity the
organization allocated most of its resources to Europe.5

In his description of the UNRRA school programme, Fine high-
lighted the features mentioned at the beginning of this essay: the
novelty and uniqueness of the organization’s undertaking, the strict
selection of trainees according to their qualifications, and the par-
ticular kind of instruction they needed to accomplish their mission
of ‘salvaging . . . human lives’. Clearly Fine had grasped the main
points of the UNRRA agenda, which aimed to shape the first in-
ternational corps for humanitarianism. The emphasis on careful
recruitment and training of personnel was part of a wider project to
modernize the process of international relief. According toUNRRA
planners, shifting away from the ‘old’ to the ‘new’ approach to
international aid meant that three changes had to be made. First,
rescue and assistance for civilians was now the primary task of
a genuine intergovernmental body, as distinct from the national
programmes that had been implemented after the First World War,
such as the American Relief Administration (ARA) under Herbert
Hoover, which had assisted twenty-three European nations between
 and . Second, UNRRA was to be a cornerstone in the

3 ‘Address of the President of the United States’, United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation
Organization: Journal ,  ( Nov.– Dec. ), –, at .

4 Ben Shephard, The Long Road Home: The Aftermath of the Second World War (New
York, ), –. UNRRA was conceived as a temporary agency and discontinued
its activities in , when part of the organization’s programmes were turned over
to the International Refugee Organization (IRO), the World Health Organization
(WHO), and the United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF).
On the relief project pursed by UNRRA see Jessica Reinisch, ‘Auntie UNRRA at the
Crossroad’, Past and Present , suppl.  (), –.

5 See the appendix ‘Operating Expenses’, Woodbridge, UNRRA, iii. .



       

institutionalization of humanitarianism and in minimizing the role
of private philanthropy: many voluntary agencies were going to be
in the field, but it was UNRRA’s job to co-ordinate and supervise
them. Finally, the creation of a new international body was intended
to turn the practice of humanitarian assistance into a professional
calling, and the traditional Lady Bountiful was eventually to be
replaced by a qualified relief officer.6

UNRRA staff and, in particular, the officers deployed in the
field were supposed to embody the changes that the organization
aimed to bring about. Personnel wearing the uniform of the United
Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration had to be ‘inter-
national’ in both composition and spirit—in  the Displaced
Persons Operation in Germany boasted thirty-two different natio-
nalities among its officers.7 Their performance was supposed to be
professional and they were expected to be inspired by the agency’s
values and principles. From this point of view, the recruitment pro-
cedures and training programme appeared to be of vital importance
in transforming relief policies and humanitarian assistance. When
she first heard about the UN agency in  at a Fabian conference
on post-war Europe, British Quaker Francesca Wilson, who had a
remarkable career assisting refugees and organizing relief around
the world, was struck by the statement: ‘UNRRAwill be a new thing
in history.’8 By – she was working on its behalf in occupied
Europe. At its peak in  the UNRRA staff in European countries
numbered some , men and , women.

The objectives and principles shared by the majority of UNRRA
planners at the Headquarters in Washington proved difficult to
translate into standard practices, methods, and policies that were to
be carried out in the wide theatre of UNRRA operations. This essay
examines both the ambitions and the inconsistencies in UNRRA’s
project, particularly with regard to the plans to shape a professional
corps in the spirit of a new humanitarianism. It focuses on the
discrepancies between guidelines and practice in the selection of

6 The novelty of UNRRA is examined in Elizabeth Borgwardt, A New Deal for
the World: America’s Vision for Human Rights (Cambridge, Mass., ), –, and
Daniel G. Cohen, ‘Between Relief and Politics: Refugee Humanitarianism in Occupied
Germany –’, Journal of Contemporary History,  (), –.

7 United Nations Archive (hereafter UNA), UNRRA, S---, ‘A Statistical
Analysis of Class I Employees in the D.P. Operation, Germany’,  Aug. .

8 Francesca M. Wilson, Aftermath: France, Germany, Austria, Yugoslavia  and 
(West Drayton, ), .



      

personnel seen in the light of various factors: the changing needs
from the field; how the organization’s mandate was interpreted at
local level; and the complicated relationship with existing voluntary
agencies. It also considers the challenges and shortcomings of the
UNRRA training programme, which was meant to provide relief
officers with the knowledge they would need to face the war’s
moral and material ravages, but also to instil in them the necessary
sense of belonging to a new international organization. No training
course given in the United Sates or liberated Europe, however,
could prepare relief officers for the unprecedented devastation
caused by the war, and their feelings of despair contributed to
disaffection with UNRRA. This essay suggests that we need to
reconsider the idea that UNRRA as an organization firmly pursued
the process of professionalizing relief, and it sheds light on the
connections between national welfare policies and international
humanitarianism. In developing these points I have drawn on
UNRRA’s archival material, relief workers’ oral testimonies, and
published or unpublished memoirs.

‘The best possible personnel’

In November , some months after UNRRA had concluded
its activities, the Office of the Historian, entrusted with the task
of writing the agency’s official history, sketched out a plan for
a monograph which was to be devoted to personnel. According
to this outline, the chapter on the history of UNRRA employees
was first of all supposed to explain the ‘special importance of the
selection of the best possible personnel to staff a vast, widespread
and variegated temporary organization that had to grow quickly’.9

In the organization’s view, precise assumptions and criteria needed
to be adopted in order to select ‘the best possible personnel’.

‘Selection on merit’ was the key phrase of ‘UNRRA’s philosophy’
of recruitment. As stated in the guidelines that Headquarters pre-
pared for use in reviewing candidates, ‘merit’ depended mainly on
‘paper qualifications’.10 Practical experience was not disregarded;
however, it was now considered a requirement but not sufficient in

9 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘Outline for the First Draft Monograph on
Personnel’,  Nov. .

10 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘Recruitment of US Nationals’, .



       

itself.11 The new agency valued notions learnt through the proper
education pattern, and the knowledge gained on the spot made
sense only as the completion of paper qualifications.

Given these premisses, a crucial question followed: what kind of
educationwas adequate to accomplishUNRRA’smission?Whowas
properly qualified to ‘deal with the salvaging of human lives’? The
professional social worker was believed to be ideally suited to the
role of international relief worker. This conviction was particularly
strong among the American executive staff, who drew on their own
national experience of theNewDeal. In the s social workers had
entered the field of public welfare in large numbers and education
had acquired amajor role in guaranteeing their professional status.12

Theproliferation of social work schools had significantly contributed
to speeding up the professionalization process, which had already
started in the previous decade.13 It has been convincingly argued
thatAmericans plannedUNRRA’s humanitarian assistance as a sort
of global New Deal,14 and we can safely say that they sketched out
recruitment policy along the same lines. However, the emphasis on
recruiting professional social workers and the faith in educational
qualifications backed by practice induced American planners to
downplay the circumstances involved in performing post-war relief
operations, and the specific profile of recipients. Nobody ventured
to compare the devastated Europe of the mid-s to the United
States during the Depression, but indirectly the victims of war
violence were likened to the victims of the economic crisis, since
it was believed that the same professional skills were needed to
rehabilitate both. The status of ‘people in need’ was somehow
assumed to be a timeless and universal category, and one result
of the attempt to professionalize relief was the construction of

11 Ibid. According to the minimum requirements set out by the director of the
Welfare Division, Mary McGeachy, a welfare officer should have a university degree in
a field of social welfare and at least two years of practical experience: Mary Kinnear,
Woman of the World: Mary McGeachy and International Cooperation (Toronto, ), .

12 See, among others, John H. Ehrenreich, The Altruistic Imagination: A History of
Social Work and Social Policy in the United States (Ithaca, NY, ); Daniel J. Walkowitz,
Working with Class: Social Workers and the Politics of Middle-Class Identity (Chapel Hill, NC,
).

13 Walter I. Trattner, From Poor Law to Welfare State: A History of Social Welfare in
America (New York, ), –; see also the detailed case study on Michigan by
Susan Stein-Roggenbuck, Negotiating Relief: The Development of Social Welfare Programs in
Depression-Era Michigan, – (Columbus, Ohio, ).

14 Borgwardt, A New Deal for the World , –.



      

an essentialized, ahistorical recipient of humanitarianism.15 At the
same time, the forms of assistance that had been designed for the
specific case of impoverished Americans inspired the methods and
practices of the emerging ‘new humanitarianism’.

The idea of professional social workers as the best type of
relief officer oriented the recruitment procedures, which were first
adopted by the Headquarters in Washington and then by the
European Regional Office (ERO) in London. The rather complex
recruitment system set up in the United States for finding and
selecting personnel16 was focused on people, most of themwomen,17

already working in the sector of public welfare. For example, Aleta
Brownlee was a consultant for the US Children’s Bureau when she
was given the opportunity to work in liberated Europe. She began
her memoirs by describing how she had been recruited, stressing
both UNRRA’s determination to offer her the job and her initial
reluctance to accept it:

One day in spring ’, she wrote, ‘I received a wire from the United Nations
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, asking if I would be interested in
a job in child welfare overseas ‘if needed’. Having always had the opinion
that social work is grounded in the life of a people and a country and a most
vague idea of how I, an American whose European experience was nil, could
be useful, I did not answer until urged by a second telegram. Thereupon I
decided that if UNRRA thought it needed American social workers it should
know, so I replied that I would be willing to go if necessary.18

Although she wondered how professional qualifications and experi-
ence acquired in the United States would ensure that she performed
adequately in post-war Europe, Aleta Brownlee left for Cairo. Many
other social workers did likewise, and they constituted the core of
the personnel who were shipped overseas after being selected in the

15 On the construction of recipient as ahistorical and universal see Liisa H. Malkki’s
path-breaking research into the perception and description of refugees, in particular
her article ‘Speechless Emissaries: Refugees, Humanitarianism, and Dehistoricization’,
Cultural Anthropology,  (), –.

16 Recruitment was handled in Washington by personnel officers along with the
representatives of all UNRRA Divisions; further, in nine major cities representatives
of the US Civil Service Commission screened applicants from their areas, who
where eventually interviewed at the Headquarters: UNA, UNRRA, S---
‘Recruitment of US Nationals’, –.

17 In the s,  per cent of American social workers were female: Walkowitz,
Working with Class, .

18 Hoover Archive (hereafter HA), Aleta Brownlee Papers, Box , ‘Whose Chil-
dren?’, .



       

United States.19 Furthermore, several social workers’ professional
organizations supported UNRRA’s programmes,20 strengthening
the approach which saw international relief as the mere expansion
of national welfare.

The extension of recruitment beyond the boundaries of theUnited
States, which was supposed to usher in the creation of a genuinely
international staff,meant that a process of selection onmerit became
harder to achieve. The main problem was the lack of ‘an interna-
tional common denominator in qualification standards’.21 In fact,
the idea of focusing the search for field officers among social workers
was broadly shared by member states, but the same employee pro-
file meant different things—in terms of field experience, training,
and approach to relief—in different countries. In one of the final
evaluations about personnel the issue is summarized as follows:

A ‘social worker’ in the United States usually has had graduate training in wel-
fare administration and progressively responsible experience in professionally
accredited welfare organizations. In the great majority if not all the countries
from which UNRRA was recruiting welfare personnel such work was regarded
as volunteer non-professional activity.22

The report was drafted in Washington and its author, Mary Sue
Whitman of the Personnel Division, was not, of course, neutral. On
the contrary, in pointing out the scarce professional advancement
of humanitarianism in other regions of the world, she seemed to ad-
vocate the policy of many American UNRRA planners, who strove
to impose their own standards as international ones. Britain was the
first target of their polemics because of the different ways social work
had evolved in the two countries: experts on welfare from theUnited
States criticized the British for their charitable approach to relief,
and their insufficient professionalism.23 In spite of the Americans’
efforts to impose their view, the lack of consensus over required

19 See e.g. the autobiography of Susan Pettiss, After the Shooting Stopped: The Story of
an UNRRA Welfare Worker in Germany (Victoria, BC, ). For one more testimony of
an American social worker employed by UNRRA see the letters of Paul Weber Jacobs
from occupied Germany to his family, United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
(hereafter USHMM), Paul Weber Jacobs collection, RG-..

20 Leslie Leighninger, Social Work: Search for Identity (New York, ), . See
also the letters addressed to several associations ‘requesting assistance in obtaining as
soon as possible well-qualified applicants’, UNA, UNRRA, S--, file Germany
Mission General—Personnel Miscellaneous.

21 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘Recruitment of Non US Nationals’, .
22 Ibid.
23 See, among many examples, UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘Interview with



      

qualificationsanddutiespersisted.ThusWhitman’s remarks indicate
the presence of rifts and inconsistencies inUNRRA’s plan to create a
professional corps for humanitarianism. ‘Selection onmerit’ was not
carried out according to standardized and internationally acknow-
ledged criteria, and UNRRA staff embodied a variety of national
traditions of relief. The outcome was the tense coexistence of con-
flicting methods and practices which the officers in the field so often
deplored as a major cause of the organization’s ineffectiveness.24

Flash at Sleeve, Badge on the Breast

According to Mary Sue Whitman’s report mentioned above, the
Administration might have achieved the goal of selection on merit,
despite the lack of international qualification standards, had it been
possible to administer a standardized test, ‘but this was clearly out
of the question in a short-run emergency operation’.25 The ideal
scheme of recruitment also fell through because of the dire need
for personnel that UNRRA was totally unprepared to meet. The
problem had emerged as soon as operations were launched, but
became particularly acute between the winter of  and spring
, when the liberation of Europe was completed.

In order to respond to massive recruiting needs without com-
promising on the qualification and (if possible) experience of the
workers, the Headquarters and ERO looked to voluntary agencies
as potential partners in staffing the organization. UNRRA had a
rather ambiguous position with regard to voluntary organizations.
On the one hand, the Administration was quite determined to take
centre stage in post-war relief operations, driving all charitable orga-
nizations into the background—and thus reflecting its government
and war related origins. Although UNRRA representatives insisted

Harry Greenstein’,  May . According to Ronald G. Walton, Women in Social Work
(London, ), : ‘unlike American social workers, British social workers had never
passed through a phase when voluntary workers had been denigrated because of the
professional aspirations of paid workers’.

24 Among many examples see the report from the field by N. P. Dodge, which
suggests reconsidering the policy of staffing UNRRA with people of mixed nationalities:
UNA, UNRRA, S--, file Germany Field Returnees Reports, ‘Summary—Field
Experiences’,  Apr. . The varied backgrounds of relief workers affected their
performance in the field, as argued in Silvia Salvatici, ‘“Help the People to Save
Themselves”: UNRRA Relief Workers and European Displaced Persons’, Journal of
Refugee Studies,  (), –.

25 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘Recruitment of Non US Nationals’, .



       

on this point, it was not just a matter of taking over the co-ordination
of international aid programmes in order to rationalize the distribu-
tion of supplies and services.26 UNRRA policy was meant mainly
to place international relief on a different footing, drawing a line
between private philanthropy, largely inspired by faith, and the
new agency which united more than forty governments around a
global, secular agenda.27 At the same time, UNRRA sought the
co-operation of voluntary agencies because it badly needed quali-
fied staff. In June  the Welfare Division admitted that ‘many
voluntary agencies very generously put personnel at the Adminis-
tration’s disposal’, and ‘UNRRA [was] very grateful for the help it
has received in starting its own operations’.28 Drawing on voluntary
societies’ staff was apparently just a practical solution, but it had im-
portant implications. First, by including in its ranks the personnel of
charitable societies, UNRRA tacitly acknowledged their expertise,
in spite of its own proclaimed new direction that ‘professional relief
work’ was supposed to take. Second, although the newly founded
body in charge of relief was supposed to leave behind the tradition
of private philanthropy, the inclusion of so many ‘humanitarians’
formerly affiliated to voluntary societies influenced the way the or-
ganization performed. Finally, voluntary agencies did not passively
accept the Administration’s approach, and how they defined their
role influenced the structure and composition of UNRRA staff.

In Washington, the Headquarters negotiated to obtain the co-
operation of the American Council of Voluntary Agencies, and in
July  seventeen out of its forty-eight members had presented
their candidates to be interviewed byUNRRA, including theAmeri-
can Friends, the American Jewish Joint Distribution, and the Young
Men’s Christian Association (YMCA). Shortly after the training in
Maryland, most of the applicants who had been selected left for
Europe.29 The author of the report drafted at this early stage was
quite cautious in predicting future developments of the scheme.

26 Among many examples see the memorandum ‘Foreign Voluntary Relief Work in
Europe’, UNA, UNRRA, S---.

27 See the analysis of UNRRA’s principles and functions in Philipp Weintraub,
‘Unrra: An Experiment in International Welfare Planning’, Journal of Politics,  (),
–.

28 UNA, UNRRA, S--, file Voluntary Agencies—General –, ‘Wel-
fare Division Bulletin’, June , .

29 See e.g. the case of Lore Weinberg Kaplan, who belonged to the American Jewish
Joint Distribution and worked on behalf of UNRRA in Germany: USHMM, Acc.
..



      

He noticed that voluntary agencies were looking forward to ‘op-
erat[ing] their own distinctive programs’, and concluded: ‘Further,
the machinery for cooperative action by the Voluntary Agencies
in this country is new and still creaking—rather badly in certain
parts.’30 The creaking was even more noticeable overseas. British
charitable bodies, many of them under the umbrella of the Council
of British Societies for Relief Abroad (CBSRA), founded in ,
resisted the idea that co-operation with UNRRA should end up with
the ‘absorption’ of their own personnel into the regular staff of the
new international organization. They retained their own training
courses, asked to have their officers grouped in separate Welfare
or Health Teams, and were quite unwilling to let them wear the
UNRRA uniform or even a flash indicating their association with
UNRRA.31 In August , ten of twenty-two societies affiliated
with the CBSRA, such as the Friends’ Ambulance Unit and Save
the Children, had provided workers for the Balkan Mission,32 but
the relationship between them and UNRRA remained tense.

In fact, the voluntary personnel seconded toUNRRAmaintained
a peculiar status. They were ‘at the disposal’ of the Administration,
but in the case of already constituted ‘working parties’ the ‘scope
and nature’ of their duties was to be decided by UNRRA together
with the representatives of the voluntary societies they belonged
to.33 All voluntary personnel were ranked as ‘Class III’, ‘Class I’
being the international staff recruited without the intermediation of
private societies, and ‘Class II’ the local employees, who had en-
tirely different privileges and obligations.34 Establishing the ‘Class
III’ was an administrative ploy to provide UNRRAwith presumably
experienced personnel, and to overcome the voluntary agencies’ re-
sistance. However, ‘Class III’ was a sort of ‘ambiguous status’, which
revealed not only the arrangements between the new intergovern-
mental body and the voluntary societies, but also the persistent
tensions around the purpose of the humanitarian mission and the
performance of relief.

30 UNA, UNRRA, S--, file Voluntary Agencies—General –, ‘Re-
cruitment of Voluntary Agency Personnel’,  May , .

31 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘Report on Training in Europe’, Jan. , –.
32 UNA, UNRRA, S--, file Voluntary Agencies—General –, ‘Re-

port on Visit to Voluntary Societies’ Training Centres by W. M. Noble’, Aug.
.

33 Ibid., ‘Memorandum of conditions of service for members of non indigenous
voluntary societies’, June . 34 Woodbridge, UNRRA, i. –.



       

The dispute over displaying UNRRA insignia, a powerful symbol
of belonging, was meaningful in itself. The regulation on this
point was the outcome of tense negotiations. Voluntary personnel
seconded to the Administration were requested to wear ‘at the top
of each sleeve’ a ‘red cloth strip on which was embroidered in
white’ the title ‘U.N.R.R.A.’. In addition, they might wear ‘a badge
on or over the left breast pocket, to the design of their society’.35

To the representative of CBSRA these instructions looked like an
ambiguous and unacceptable compromise. In a letter addressed to
UNRRA’s representative in London, he stated: ‘The difficulty of the
flash “UNRRA” for the voluntary society is . . . caused by the strongly
held conviction of the voluntary societies that a private organization
cannot merge its identity with a governmental organization without
producing a confusion of loyalties and responsibilities.’ Double
insignia, in his opinion, did not express shared goals, but were just
disorienting. ‘It seems to the voluntary societies’, he continued,

that a person wearing [UNRRA] letters on the sleeve of his uniform must
inevitably appear to the public to be an agent of that Administration and
bound in his official capacity by all its acts and policies. If he also wears
on his sleeve the badge of his own voluntary welfare organization that body
becomes automatically associated in the eyes of the public with the official
relief Administration and with all its acts and policies.36

Behind the apparently petty argument about the insignia stood the
crucial issue of a different understanding of humanitarianism, and
of ‘acts and policies’ meant to fulfil its requirements. Impelled by the
need for personnel, troubled by the lack of international agreement
on qualification standards, and unable to implement the ideal of
‘selection on merit’, UNRRA settled for compromise. It accepted
that voluntary personnel could retain their identity, and pretended
that including personnel from their organization in the ranks of the
new agency was the same as homogenizing dissimilar approaches
to relief. The proximity of two different symbols—on the sleeve and
the breast pocket of its officers—epitomized inconsistencies in the
changes to international relief work that the new intergovernmental
body was supposed to bring about.

35 UNA, UNRRA, S--, file Voluntary Agencies—General –, ‘Me-
morandum of conditions of service for members of non indigenous voluntary societies’,
June .

36 UNA, UNRRA, S---, Office of the Historian, Subject files, Voluntary
societies.



      

‘We must have let the bars down a little too much’

The co-operation with American and British voluntary agencies
provided UNRRA with Class III personnel; any previous work for
charities, however, was generally speaking a great advantage for
applicants. Many of those hired in the UK, particularly women,
came from different backgrounds, but had experience of relief work
during the war years on behalf of charitable societies.37 However,
there were not enough of them to meet the great need for personnel
to launch relief operations between the end of the war and its
immediate aftermath. In May  the European Regional Office,
facing the emergency of millions of displaced persons (DPs) to take
care of in liberated Germany, reported ‘the greatest difficulty in
the world in getting just the right sort of Welfare Officer’.38 Among
European member states one additional problem was that there was
a shortage of qualified personnel within their national boundaries
to respond to the dramatic consequences of the war. As the relief
officer Greta Fischer, who had to face a shortage of experienced
staff in administering the Kloster Indersdorf Centre (Germany)
for unaccompanied children, pointed out in her memoirs, many
of the best professionals ‘were needed in their own country to
assist in the reconstruction’.39 For example, at the beginning of
 the British government Department of Health, Department
of Education, and Home Office were all ‘desperately short of
experienced people’, and declined any possible co-operation in
providing UNRRA with adequate staff.40 National welfare and
international humanitarianism were somehow in competition, and
the former took priority over the latter.

The ‘greatest difficulty in the world’ in getting qualified personnel
induced the Administration to lower the requirements in selecting
the applicants. The story of Marvin Klemmé is revealing. He had

37 See the biographies of Rhoda Bickerdike and Nora O’Connor at the Imperial
War Museum (hereafter IWM), Mrs Rhoda N. (Nelson) Bickerdike (née Dawson); 
//, Miss N. O’Connor.

38 UNA, UNRRA, S--, file Recruitment of Welfare Officers—Cooperation
with the Ministry of Labour and outside Agency, ‘Letter from A. Kearn to Colonel
R. W. F. Johnston’,  May .

39 USHMM, Greta Fischer Papers, RG-., untitled memoirs, .
40 UNA, UNRRA, S--, file Recruitment of Welfare Officers—Cooperation

with the Ministry of Labour and Outside Agency, ‘Letter from the Ministry of Labour
and National Service to A. W. Kearn’,  Jan. .



       

spent the war years as a recruiter with the US Marines and, as
he stated in his personal account published in , became an
UNRRA officer ‘more or less through accident’. He wanted to go
to China, and it was suggested that he should contact UNRRA
as the organization was planning to send a mission there. The
response to the first interview he had in Washington was extremely
discouraging and he was told that there was very little chance of
him meeting the requirements. Somewhat to his surprise, Klemmé
was called a few weeks later for another interview, and he was
hired immediately after. The Marine reservist was well aware that
the recruitment office had changed its mind because the Displaced
Persons Operations were being geared up, and this was followed by
‘a hurry-up drive for additional personnel’.41

Undoubtedly, Klemmé’s experience of getting the job thanks to
a more ‘easy-going’ selection was not exceptional. In July 
the Director of the training programme in Maryland observed a
lack of commitment and qualification among the trainees, and in a
letter addressed to theHeadquarters he admitted: ‘somewhere in the
process wemust have let the bars down a little toomuch’.42 If the bars
were lowered in bothWashington and London, in the local missions,
desperately searching for international personnel, even essential
requirements were overlooked, and the hiring process was almost
chaotic. For example, in the summer of  the Personnel Division
of the rapidly expanding Italian Mission interviewed applicants at
the rate of fifty to sixty a day, six days a week.Most of the interviewed
came from the Allied armies, especially from the US forces, and less
than half a per cent of them possessed the qualifications necessary to
make it through the screening process. Furthermore, the difficulty in
obtaining information in post-war Italy hampered reference checks,
which ‘should have beenmore thorough’. At the same time, the relief
programmes needed to expand rapidly: as a consequence, ‘emphasis
was placed on filling positions rather than on thorough and careful
review towards selection’. The author of the final report on the

41 Marvin Klemmé, The Inside Story of UNRRA: An Experience in Internationalism (New
York, ), pp. ix–x.

42 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘The Training Program’, . See also the letter
from William G. Welk and Richard R. Brown to M. M. Menshikov; Welk and Brown
underlined the lack of clear-cut authority and responsibility in the matter of field
personnel recruitment, and pointed out that consequently ‘such recruitment [had]
not produced the type of personnel [they] believed was required’: UNA, UNRRA,
S--, file Personnel General Lists, ‘Recruitment of field personnel’,  Oct.
.



      

Personnel Division of the Mission in Italy cautiously concluded that
those who were hired in haste ‘were satisfactory in a job of limited
scope’, but ‘were not equal to large-scale programming’.43 In Italy
the recruitment process was definitely far from selecting ‘the best
possible personnel’.

The UNRRA Administrative Officer in northern Italy, Francis
Shelton, also regarded Class I staff as largely unqualified, though
he himself had not been hired through a proper selection. Shelton
was a Hungarian Jew who had left Budapest in . During the
war he had travelled extensively in the Middle East and worked for
the British Army. He ended up in a DP camp in Italy, which he
left shortly after his arrival to travel up the peninsula supporting
himself with odd jobs such as playing the violin in cafés. While
he was wandering around in Milan desperately looking for a job,
he met a friend, Tim Holimsky, who at that moment happened
to be UNRRA’s Administrative Officer in northern Italy. Francis
and Tim had worked together for the British Army, and Tim
immediately hired his former colleague as Administrative Assistant.
Francis assured him that he had a good knowledge of administration
and could speak Italian quite well, but he realized ‘that if [he] had
told Tim that [he] had no idea of either, he would still have
given [him] the job’. After a while Tim resigned from his post,
and Francis Shelton replaced him.44 His story shows how informal
networks influenced the recruitment process, in spite of the selection
mechanisms that UNRRA put into place as rational, impartial, and
based exclusively on qualifications. The combination of personal
relations and exchange of favours, mentioned in other reports and
accounts from the field, did not run parallel to the bureaucratic
machinery set up by the Administration; rather, it was deeply
embedded within it. Informal networks in hiring personnel were
nourished by the failings of the official employment procedures,
and they flourished because of the lack of qualified applicants, the
inconsistencies of required standards, and the chaos of the post-war
time. Informal practices and the official systembased on an idealized
model of recruitment coexisted symbiotically, and both provided
personnel for UNRRA’s programme of new humanitarianism.

A lack of screening and a drop in qualification standards were
common to all countrymissions, and theymadeUNRRApermeable

43 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘Notes for inclusion in final report’, –.
44 IWM,  // F[rancis] Shelton, untitled memoir, –, at .



       

to people who would not otherwise have met the requirements. The
story of the American officer Estelle Griswold is revealing. In
 the State Department assigned her husband to Europe, and
she applied to UNRRA. Her record (she had some knowledge of
medicine, but no work experience) and her age (she was already
) did not help, and so she was rejected. Notwithstanding, she left
with her husband for Germany, where she successfully submitted
her application to the local offices. She was employed in relieving
DPs and the credentials she acquired serving UNRRA gave her
the chance to continue humanitarian work. After her contract with
UNRRA was over, she worked for the Church World Service on the
refugee resettlement programmeuntil , then she continued to be
engaged in non-governmental organizations.45 To Estelle Griswold,
the less strict selection in the field allowed her to become an
UNRRA officer and train for a new career, which she later pursued.
In her caseUNRRAwas not the culmination of a professional career
previously started; on the contrary, it was the first step in an unknown
field of work. In this instance the ideal pattern described by the
Administration’s planners (proper education, fieldwork, training,
and eventually international relief on behalf of UNNRA) was
somehow reversed. Contrary to the original plan, UNRRA offered
new avenues to inexperienced people, who then continued in the
field of relief work.

To many other women and men, working for the UN agency was
just a job, and when team directors, heads of divisions, and ordinary
workers complained about personnel they usually attributed the
staff’s insufficient experience and qualifications to the fact that they
had misunderstood UNRRA’s mission, or were not committed.
After his return from the Balkan Mission, where he had been
Director of Welfare, Harry Greenstein admitted that UNRRA ‘had
to make compromises because of shortage of labour’, but in the
future it should consider the need to recruit personnel ‘of the highest
type individual’, and avoid compromises. ‘We need’, he explained,
‘persons of skill and background, special knowledge and mature
judgment of international affairs.’46 Harry Greenstein’s urgent call
on the Administration to change its policy struck a chord at the

45 Columbia University, Oral History Research Office, NXCP-A, ‘Reminiscences
of Estelle Griswald’. See also Susan Ware (ed.), Notable American Women: A Biographical
Dictionary Completing the Twentieth Century, vol. v (Cambridge, Mass., ).

46 UNA, UNRRA, S-––, ‘Interview with Harry Greenstein’,  May .



      

time, given his authority in the field: he had had a great deal of
experience in private philanthropy during the s, and had later
been a key figure in major New Deal welfare programmes.47 It
was his background and the role he had played among the New
Deal’s advocates, who later planned and implanted UNRRA, that
gave weight to Greenstein’s belief that compromises in recruitment
were fatal for the successful implementation of the organization’s
programme. From a different perspective as Welfare Officer in Italy,
Manuel Kaufmanmade the same point: ‘I am encouraged about the
potentialities of UNRRA but discouraged about what people have
done to it. The limitations are the people who are not big enough
for the job.’48 The Headquarters interviewed Kaufman in autumn
, at a time when there was no longer a chance that the policy
changes desired by Greenstein would take place. In the following
months budget constraints, the increasing role of local staff, and the
awareness that the Administration’s mandate was going to expire
in one year led to a reduction of personnel: few new officers were
hired, and most of those who left were not replaced.

Recruitment without proper screening, the lack of a common
approach to relief, and the Administration’s frequently lamented
vagueness about concrete objectives and policies all hampered the
shaping of a new international corps for humanitarianism planned
by UNRRA. In this regard the view of the Personnel Officer for
the Hamburg region, in the British zone of occupied Germany,
was very realistic, almost cynical. ‘The fact is clear that Personnel
assigned to the field ran the gamut from those with extremely high
qualifications to those with less than no qualifications,’ stated J.
Clement Lapp shortly before UNRRA concluded its operations. To
the second group belonged ‘adventurous types’, ‘professional world
travellers’, and those ‘unable to settle down after the war’. However,
many of these men—although the author of the report did not make
it explicit, his description assumed male characters as distinctive of
UNRRA personnel—were equipped with ‘an ability to “put up”
with inconvenience’ and ‘a hard headed “Bash on regardless” atti-
tude’ that proved to be very helpful.49 Lapp echoed the celebration

47 〈http://www.socialwelfarehistory.com/people/harry-greenstein/〉 [accessed 
Aug. ].

48 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘Interview with Manuel Kaufman’,  Sept. .
49 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘History of UNRRA Schleswig-Holstein/

Hamburg Region, Personnel Administration,  Corps. Calibre of Personnel’, .



       

of flexibility, creativity, and practical sense that surfaced in many
reports and apparently also affected the screening for recruitment.
In her personal account, The Undiscovered Country, Kathryn Hulme,
first Deputy Director and later Director of several assembly centres
in Germany, remembered that the question most frequently asked
during the selection process was: ‘Are you flexible?’50 Emphasis on
personal attributes such as flexibility and creativity, which seemed at
least as important as acquired professional skills, meant that the ef-
fectiveness of education and high technical training was questioned
from within the Administration.

‘A clear sense of direction’

In June  UNRRA Director General Herbert H. Lehman made
his first speech at the training centre in Maryland. Lehman men-
tioned the plan of operations he had just agreed on with military
authorities, and announced that the Administration would be ex-
panding its responsibilities. He described the work that trainees
were supposed to undertake as hard and challenging, given both
the magnitude of the devastation of the war and the novelty of
UNRRA’s far-reaching mission. ‘We have the chance’, the Director
General said, ‘of bringing some degree of order into a war-torn
and discouraged world.’ In accomplishing this task, he added, ‘we
are pioneers’. As a consequence, Lehman told the trainees, ‘in your
work, as in our work here [at the training centre], you will have
few guide posts, few traditions. We will frequently have to hew out
our own path, work on the basis of trial and error to see which is
the right way.’ ‘Yours is a heavy responsibility,’ he stated at the end
of his address to the future officers, ‘I know you will measure up
to it.’51

When Lehman gave his speech, the Personnel Division at the
Headquarters was already struggling with the difficult task of work-
ing out what kind of training would be suitable for the first interna-
tional corps of humanitarians. Among the ‘few traditions’ to draw on
was the experience of voluntary agencies, which was undoubtedly
relevant. However, while UNRRA planners on the one hand aimed

50 Kathryn Hulme, Undiscovered Country: A Spiritual Adventure (Lexington, Ky., ),
–.

51 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘Remarks by Director General at Training School’,
 June .



      

to create a new programme in keeping with their aspiration to
modernize aid work, on the other they were convinced that post-
war relief was a paramount and unknown challenge that required
specific skills. Moreover, recruitment was supposed to select only
those who were already qualified, and therefore needed only further
specialization. Given these premisses, two overall objectives inspired
the organization of teaching activities: to provide the trainees with
proper information about the environment of operations, and ‘to
impart [to them] a certain esprit de corps’, whichwas believed to be ‘es-
sential for persons working in a great international organization’.52

In other words, the purpose was to weld ‘the agency into a unified
whole, energized by a clear sense of direction and devoted to the
achievement of clearly defined goals’.53

Initiatives which pursued these objectives took place in several
countries, and the overall machinery of training was rather com-
plex because of the large theatre of operations and the divergences
among the member states (in particular, between the United States
and Britain). In spring , as we have seen, the Headquarters
established the school in Maryland; in autumn the European Re-
gional Office (ERO) started a new training programme to be held
in Reading and London. It was not just a duplication of the course
in Maryland, and was addressed to women and men who had
been recruited in Britain. ERO claimed full autonomy in deve-
loping the programme, which was only two weeks long and gave
priority to imparting specific instructions for fieldwork, such as how
to evacuate civilians or register refugees. By contrast, the four- to
six-week course in Maryland gave more importance to providing
information about the history, politics, and economy of the regions
where UNRRA was going to be operating. The appointment of
Frank Munk as Director of the programme revealed the intentions
of Headquarters. Munk was a Czech Jew, a member of the Socialist
Party who had fled Czechoslovakia after Hitler’s invasion. When
UNRRA contacted him, Munk was a lecturer in economics at the
University of California in Berkeley, and was known for his books
on economics and society during the Nazi regime.54 In the view

52 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘Training of Personnel for DPs Operations’.
53 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘Personnel Policies and Problems. The Training

Program’, .
54 Frank Munk, The Economics of Force (New York, ); id., The Legacy of Nazism:
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of the Americans, Munk was, as he later stated in his memoirs, ‘a
credible witness of what was going on in Europe’.55 In Maryland,
besides directing the training school, he lectured on the history and
politics of European countries.

In Britain the course focused on technical training, while in the
United States the only ‘practical’ instruction consisted of language
classes in Greek, Serbo-Croatian, French, or German. In both
cases, however, the gap between the training programmes and the
realities in the field remained huge, and trainees openly showed
their dissatisfaction. They asked for more precise information,
and for clear instruction about UNRRA procedures and policies.
Trainers were not able to give them any answers, because of both
the unpredictable circumstances in the field and the difficulty in
determining the organization’s policies. In the training of personnel
for Displaced Persons Operations, for example, the classes dealing
with welfare were mostly about general principles rather than
specific methods, and future officers complained about vagueness
and a merely theoretical approach. There was a demand to learn
about Administration policies on such matters as unaccompanied
children, but these policies were set down only very late, after long
and tense negotiations with military authorities.56

Generally speaking, UNRRA personnel took a very poor view
of the information and guidance given to them on how to provide
adequate relief in post-war Europe. In an interview recorded many
years later, Muriel Gardner, Welfare Officer in Hanau DP camp
in Germany, remembered the classes she attended in Reading
and London as being ‘largely useless’. In Gardner’s opinion, the
most helpful part of the British ‘technical programme’ was the
lecture on lice and bugs, because in Hanau camp there were
millions of them.57 Marvin Klemmé viewed his two-week training
in Maryland as a useless ‘indoctrination course’ and blamed Frank
Munk and other instructors for their ‘fanatical internationalism’.58

Klemmé’s contempt and sarcasm stemmed from his disagreement

55 Id., ‘My Century and my Many Lives’, , unpublished memoirs available at
〈http://www.theragens.com/munkbio/Munk_Autobiography_.htm〉 [accessed  July
].

56 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘Training of Personnel for DPs Operations’, 
Dec. , . On the DP children and UNRRA policies see Tara Zahra, The Lost
Children: Reconstructing Europe’s Family after World War II (Cambridge, Mass., ).

57 IWM, Interview /, Muriel Gardner (--).
58 Klemmé, The Inside Story of UNRRA, –.



      

with UNRRA’s principles and values, but those who shared the
agency’s philosophy did not have a better opinion of the course
they attended in Maryland. Susan Pettiss, who had several years’
experience in public welfare when UNRRA recruited her, stated
that the most useful information she picked up during the training
was ‘how to dispense meal or travel tickets to refugees loaded down
with baggage in both arms. (You put the ticket in their mouth.)’59

As the liberation of Europe advanced, the recruitment ofUNRRA
personnel also began on the Continent, and a new training centre
was established in Granville, a small town in Normandy.60 Granville
was a sort of clearing station: officers from different countries met
here while waiting for their final destination. The training in France
was thought of as an induction course. The curriculumwas short and
intensive, and mainly aimed at those who were going to be dealing
with DPs. It had a more practical approach, but still suffered from
the disconnection between what was taught in the class and what
the trainees were supposed to face in the field. In Francesca Wilson’s
opinion, ‘lectures varied in quality. Those on Welfare tended to be
vague and rather vapid generalisations.’61 The evaluation of Patrick
Heath, Director of the Hanau DP camp, was definitely more severe,
although he was a civil servant in the British Ministry of Labour
and had no previous experience in relief. The comment noted in his
diary sounds like a final verdict: ‘the confusion and incompetence
[were] too awful for anything’.62

The aim of ‘providing the beginning of an UNRRA esprit de corps’
also proved to be very difficult to achieve. In Reading a major
role in this undertaking was played by William Arnold-Forster,
Principal of the School, former Secretary to the British Delegation
to the League of Nations, and well known for his books on history,
diplomacy, and international relations.63 Arnold-Foster embodied
the connection between the spirit of internationalism during the

59 Pettiss, After the Shooting Stopped , .
60 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘UNRRA Mobilization and Training Base,
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s and the post-war period. UNRRA planners believed that
they were taking over the task of the League of Nations, and that
they would succeed where their predecessors had failed. A report
about the ERO training programme stressed that in following his
passionate convictions about ‘international co-operation’, Arnold-
Forster ‘set out to produce a staff which thoroughly believed in
UNRRA and in its purposes and ideals’.64 In Maryland the same
task was assigned to key staff in the Administration who came
from Washington to explain UNRRA’s mission and to instil its
spirit in the trainees. However, ‘welding the agency into a unified
whole’ turned out to be very difficult. The positive reception of
some of the lectures—according to Francesca Wilson, for example,
Arnold-Forster ‘infected the students with his own enthusiasm’65—
was offset by the lack of any connection between the proclaimed
ideals and the policies which were supposed to put those ideals
into practice.66 Moreover, the trainees’ varied backgrounds and
expectations were not successfully addressed or fused into a common
purpose and method; on the contrary, a sense of belonging to the
same organization failed to take shape. One of the officers who
attended the training school in Maryland was particularly blunt on
this point. ‘In my opinion’, he (or she) stated in the anonymous
evaluation form, ‘there is a considerable break-down of morale at
the Center. One leaves with less confidence in the organization
than one had on arrival. Certain psychological or emotional trends
which are manifest are not frankly met.’ Among the examples that
underpinned this statement, he (or she) mentioned ‘the impression
that private agency personnel [were] discriminated against’.67 The
Director of Training at the Headquarters passed this evaluation
form around, admitting that some statements ‘represented opinions
held by a number of other trainees’. The plan for a consistent
professional corps of humanitarians held together by common
aspirations and shared knowledge seemed to be at risk from the very
outset.
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Epilogue

In February  Herbert Lass resigned from his post as Welfare
Officer in occupied Germany. He had been recruited just a couple
of months earlier and had an excellent record: after eight years with
the New York City Department of Welfare, he had served in the
American Red Cross overseas for two years. Lass regretted leaving
the Administration so soon after the completion of his training,
but he believed he had good reasons. He had misgivings about the
satisfaction he would have working with UNRRA, ‘misgivings due
to the uncertainties in the UNRRA program’. Of course, he was
aware that uncertainties about specific goals, methods, and outcome
were natural at that early stage; yet, he felt it was better to find
a position ‘in which the tie-up with [his] experience and abilities
was much more apparent’.68 The case of Herbert Lass is somewhat
peculiar because of the extremely short duration of his engage-
ment, but early resignations were quite frequent among UNRRA
personnel. In December of the same year Paul W. Jacobs, Welfare
Officer in Hanover, wrote to his family that there had been ‘more
resignations from UNRRA in the last month than ever before’,
reporting a widespread dissatisfaction among his colleagues after
one year of activity. Jacobs himself was going to resign. As clearly
emerges from the letters to his wife and son, he was frustrated be-
cause of the scant co-ordination between offices, the lack of a clear
policy in DP administration, and a misuse of his qualification.69

Washington was well aware of the possible negative effects of early
terminations: excessively high turnover; discontinuities in the imple-
mentation of programmes; and an overall ‘fluctuation’ in personnel
that undermined their professionalism. In the first months of 
the Headquarters carefully analysed reports and interviews of all
persons returning from the DP operation in Germany,  per
cent of whom had resigned voluntarily.70 Their comments about
working for UNRRA echoed the concerns that Herbert Lass had

68 UNA, UNRRA, S--, file Germany Mission General—Personnel Miscel-
laneous, ‘Letter from Herber Lass to Miss Carnzu Clark’,  Feb. ; ‘Appointment
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70 UNA, UNRRA, S---, ‘A Statistical Analysis of Class I Employees in
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already raised a year earlier: lack of co-ordination and supervision
in implementing the programmes; misuse of individual skills; very
poor personnel integration; and a wide divergence of techniques
between welfare officers and team directors. Among the ‘disheart-
ening factors’ the returnees from the field also mentioned was the
subordination of humanitarian action to military authorities.71 Ac-
cording to Edmee Adeline Boulanger, formerly employed at the
UNRRA District Office in Heidelberg, women ‘enjoyed the work at
first’, then they ‘found that more and more of it was being given to
men’ and their ‘assignment was becoming more and more clerical’.
In her opinion, many American women ‘who had gone to Germany
with the idea of doing some work requiring ingenuity and initiative
did not have much opportunity “to prove [them]selves” ’.72 In fact,
the majority of the DP camp directors in Europe were men.73 The
most recurrent feelings expressed in reports and letters of resigna-
tion were disillusionment and frustration. In Klemmé’s view, it was
the idealism of ‘star-gazers’ that fell apart in the face of post-war
devastation.

Voluntary terminations and dissatisfaction were only one side of
the story, and they cannot be regarded as the only elements to notice
in an account of UNRRA personnel’s experience. At least one more
side has to be taken into consideration. As early as  the Admi-
nistration had begun discussing the outplacement of qualified and
experienced people who would be serving the organization at the
time when it concluded its operations. A year later the Headquar-
ters solved the problem by drawing up specific programmes for
the transition of UNRRA personnel to various United Nations
agencies.74 Thus, for some people service in post-war Europe was
just the beginning of a longer career in international relief. The
biography of Susan Pettiss offers one among several examples of this
pattern. After two and a half years in occupied Germany, she spent
the rest of her life dealing with humanitarian programmes, first

71 UNA, UNRRA, S--, file Germany Field Returnees Reports, ‘Analysis of
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for the United Nations and then for American governmental and
non-governmental agencies. Her career somehow accomplished the
UNRRA planners’ aim of transforming professional social workers
into professional officers of international aid. But Pettiss’s and simi-
lar biographies were also only one side of a story that needs to be
treated as multifaceted and complex. The above accounts provide
an uneven picture of personnel recruitment, administration, and
education and suggest that we should reconsider the idea, promoted
by UNRRA planners and emphasized when the UN took over, that
international aid during the post-war years was steadily constructed
on the basis of qualification and training.

There is no question that UNRRA pursued a challenging pro-
gramme to professionalize relief, and the Administration’s agenda
became the blueprint for the ‘new humanitarianism’ launched by
the United Nations. Emphasis on qualification standards and the
mechanisms of recruitment as crucial factors in shaping the staff
suitable for international aid is revealing in this respect. However,
the inconsistencies and pitfalls in UNRRA policies are also instruc-
tive, and shed light on convictions and postulates that inspired
the professionalization programme. The attempt to establish the
first international corps of humanitarians drew mainly on national
experiences of assistance and welfare, despite acknowledging, even
before the end of the war, that providing relief was an international
problem.75 UNRRA therefore pursued the belief that relieving
the world meant nothing more than globalizing national theories
and practices deemed to be ‘truly universal’, as the former US
Commissioner for Social Security, Arthur J. Altmeyer, stated in
.76 In seeking to forge professional knowledge and methods for
humanitarianism, Americans conceived the search for international
standards as a way of disseminating their own approach, and the
British as a way of resisting it. Conflicting views remained, but the
conviction that international relief was rooted in national concep-
tions was not questioned. This very conviction was the enduring
core of UNRRA’s attempt at professionalization, which was largely

75 On the conceptualization of relief as an international issue see Jessica Reinisch,
‘Internationalism in Relief: The Birth (and Death) of UNRRA’, in Mark Mazower,
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frustrated first by the impracticability of ‘selection on merit’ as
Headquarters understood it; second by the failure of the training
programme to prepare staff for fieldwork; and finally by the clash of
different national assumptions regarding professional relief.

The focus on recruiting personnel also suggests that we need
to reassess the issue of the institutionalization of humanitarianism.
UNRRA definitely contributed to the transition from the private to
the public domain in relief and rehabilitation; it promoted interna-
tional aid as an intergovernmental concern while driving charitable
societies into the background. Yet the dramatic need for workers
and the lack of qualified people meant that the Administration had
to rely on personnel from voluntary agencies. Their experience and
knowledge fuelled the programme of ‘new humanitarianism’, and
blurred from within the shift in international aid that UNRRA was
attempting to bring about. Viewed in this light, the experiment
in professionalizing humanitarianism urges us to see the first UN
agency, in the wake of the recent social history of international
organizations,77 as a venue where varied approaches to relief in-
tersected, circulated, and interacted; varied approaches that were
rooted in both national and international experiences of private
philanthropy, and in public welfare policies. At the same time,
the case of UNRRA offers meaningful glimpses into the complex
and uneven historical path of transnational humanitarian action.
Undoubtedly this path can be seen as a process of modernization
which hinged on professionalization and institutionalization.78 The
story of UNRRA personnel, however, provides evidence of the
manifold and contradictory implications that professionalizing and
institutionalizing humanitarianism have historically had.

77 See Sandrine Kott, ‘Les Organisations internationales, terrains d’étude de la
globalisation: jalons pour une approche socio-historique’, Critique Internationale, 
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Burnett, Empires of Humanities: A History of Humanitarianism (Ithaca, NY, ).




